OMS Summer Reading 2022
This year we are adding a little fun to summer reading! You’ll read a total of 3 texts that will all
be selected by YOU! As you read, your task is to earn a tic-tac-toe. Make sure to write the title of
the book in its corresponding box (each book may only count for one square). Be prepared to share
your tic-tac-toe board when we return to school in the fall. Fill every box on your board to earn a
special treat! Upcoming 7th and 8th graders, don’t forget that you can access SORA through
ClassLink to read or listen to books online!

Read...
a book that has at least 200
pages.

an historical fiction novel.

a book recommended by a
friend or family member.

a book on your shelf that you
haven’t read.

a text that has been turned
into a movie.

a book that has at least 250
pages.

an award winning book.

a book from a series.

a fantasy, sci-fi, or dystopian
novel.

(Printz, Volunteer State Book Award, Newberry,
Coretta Scott King, Pura Belpre, National Book
Award)

*Unless noted otherwise, book selections may be fiction OR nonfiction. Books may
also be written or audio versions.
*For more recommendations, follow the OMS Facebook page, Instagram page, or check out the
Bitmoji Library at tinyurl.com/OMSlmc

Parents,
Talk to your student about what he or she is reading!
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What are you currently reading? What are you currently writing?
What has happened in the text so far?
Does this book/text remind you of another book you know? Does it remind you of something you’ve experienced in
real life?
What is the most important point the author is trying to make in his/her writing?
Why do you think the author wrote this text?
If you could change one part of what you are currently reading or writing, what would it be?
If you could ask the author one question, what would it be?
What characters have you read about that remind you the most of yourself?
What characters have you read about that are not like anyone you know?
How would you feel if you were a character in what you are currently reading?

Discussion Questions for Students
Non-Fiction Questions
Fiction Questions
1. What is the topic of your book?
1. What is the setting of your book and
What new information did you learn
how does it affect the plot (story)?
while reading your book?
2. Why is the topic of your book
2. Think about a character, choose which
important?
trait you feel is most important to this
character. Why do you think this trait is
more important than others?
3. How does the author arrange the
3. Discuss the major conflict in your book.
information? Would you change
anything about the structure of the
text?
4. How will you be able to use the
4. What is the theme or life lesson that
information from your book?
can be learned from your book?
5. What questions do you still have
5. Spoiler Alert: What did you like about
about this topic?
the ending? How would you change the
ending if you were the author?

